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Budgets 



How do you expect your 2015 budget for information technology to 

differ from your 2014 budget? 

Average 

increase 

is 6.7% 



How do you expect your 2015 budget for information technology to 

differ from your 2014 budget? 
N. America 

Average 

increase 

is 5.7% 



How do you expect your 2015 budget for information technology to 

differ from your 2014 budget? 

Average 

increase 

is 3.6% 

Europe 



How do you expect your 2015 budget for information technology to 

differ from your 2014 budget? 

Average 

increase 

is 8.4% 

Asia Pacific 



How do you expect your 2015 budget for information technology to 

differ from your 2014 budget? 

Average 

increase 

is 8.3% 

China 



Average budget increases highest outside N. America and Europe 



Which areas will your budget increase in? 

Global 

Respondents are increasing or maintaining 

their budgets 



Respondents are increasing or maintaining 

their budgets 

Which areas will your budget increase in? 

North America 



Respondents are increasing or maintaining 

their budgets 

Which areas will your budget increase in? 

Europe 



Respondents are increasing or maintaining 

their budgets 

Which areas will your budget increase in? 

Asia-Pacific 



Which areas will your budget decrease in? 

Global 

Respondents are cutting or maintaining their 

budgets 



Respondents are cutting or maintaining their 

budgets 

Which areas will your budget decrease in? 

North America 



Respondents are cutting or maintaining their 

budgets 

Which areas will your budget decrease in? 

Europe 



Which areas will your budget decrease in? 

Asia-Pacific 

Respondents are cutting or maintaining their 

budgets 



Major projects 



Which of these initiatives will your company implement in 2015? 

Global 



Which of these initiatives will your company implement in 2015? 

North America 



Which of these initiatives will your company implement in 2015? 

Europe 



Top projects for 2015 

Asia Pacific 



Top projects for 2015 

China 



Other significant projects for 2015 

Global 



Other significant projects for 2015 

North America 



Other significant projects for 2015 

Europe 



Other significant projects for 2015 

Asia Pacific 



Other significant projects for 2015 

China 



Which of these broad initiatives will your company implement in 

2015? 

Global 



Which of these broad initiatives will your company implement in 

2015? 
North America 



Which of these broad initiatives will your company implement in 

2015? 
Europe 



Which of these broad initiatives will your company implement in 

2015? 
Asia Pacific 



Which of these mobility projects will your company do in 2015?  

Global 



Which of these mobility projects will your company do in 2015?  

North America 



Which of these mobility projects will your company do in 2015?  

Europe 



Which of these mobility projects will your company do in 2015?  

Asia Pacific 



Data center projects 



Which of these data center infrastructure projects 

will you deploy in 2015? 
Global 



Which of these data center infrastructure projects will you deploy in 

2015? 



Which of these data center infrastructure projects will you deploy in 

2015? 



Which of these data center infrastructure projects will you 

deploy in 2015? 
North America 



Which of these data center infrastructure projects will you 

deploy in 2015? 
Europe 



Which of these data center infrastructure projects will you 

deploy in 2015? 

Asia Pacific 



Storage projects 



Which of these primary storage initiatives will your 

company deploy in 2015? 
Global 



Which of these primary storage initiatives will your company deploy 

in 2015? 

Which of these primary storage initiatives will your company deploy in 2015? SUMMARY 

Filter: North America; sample size = 280; total sample size = 623; 343 missing; 72% filtered out 

North America 



Which of these primary storage initiatives will your 

company deploy in 2015? 
Europe 



Which of these primary storage initiatives will your 

company deploy in 2015? 
Asia Pacific 



Which of these backup storage initiatives will you company deploy 

in 2015? 
Global 



Which of these backup storage initiatives will you company deploy 

in 2015? 
North America 



Which of these backup storage initiatives will you company deploy 

in 2015? 
Europe 



Which of these backup storage initiatives will you company deploy 

in 2015? 
Asia Pacific 



Desktops 



Which of these desktop projects will your company do in 2015?  

Global 



Which of these desktop projects will your company do in 2015?  

North America 



Which of these desktop projects will your company do in 2015?  

Europe 



Which of these desktop projects will your company do in 2015?  

Asia Pacific 



Users mostly picking one path forward on Windows desktops  

Global 



MId-sized companies more aggressive with Windows upgrades 

Global 



N. American mid-large companies moving on Win migrations 

North America 



Larger European companies taking the plunge on W10 

Europe 



Mid-sized Asia Pac companies all in on W7, larger firms on W8 

Asia Pacific 



Which of these online application types will your company deploy 

in 2015? 

Global 



Which of these online application types will your company deploy 

in 2015? 

North America 



Which of these online application types will your company deploy 

in 2015? 

Europe 



Which of these online application types will your company deploy 

in 2015? 

Asia Pacific 



Security 



Which of these security initiatives will your company implement in 

2015?  

Global 



Which of these security initiatives will your company implement in 

2015?  

North America 



Which of these security initiatives will your company implement in 

2015?  

Europe 



Which of these security initiatives will your company implement in 

2015?  

Asia Pacific 



Applications 



Which of the following software initiatives will your company deploy 

in 2015? 

Global 



Which of the following software initiatives will your company deploy 

in 2015? 

North America 



Which of the following software initiatives will your company deploy 

in 2015? 

Which of the following software initiatives will your company deploy in 2015?  Check all that apply SUMMARY 

Filter: Europe (including the UK); sample size = 325; total sample size = 572; 247 missing; 74% filtered out 

Europe 



Which of the following software initiatives will your company deploy 

in 2015? 

Which of the following software initiatives will your company deploy in 2015?  Check all that apply SUMMARY 

Filter: Asia-Pacific; sample size = 274; total sample size = 480; 206 missing; 78% filtered out 

Asia Pacific 



Which of the following packaged business applications will you 

implement or upgrade in 2015? 

Which of the following packaged business applications will you implement or upgrade in 2015?  Check all that apply SUMMARY 

Weight: Geo balance; sample size = 217; total sample size = 2212; 1995 missing; effective sample size = 170 (78%) 

Global 



Which of the following packaged business applications will you 

implement or upgrade in 2015? 

Which of the following packaged business applications will you implement or upgrade in 2015?  Check all that apply SUMMARY 

Filter: North America; sample size = 59; total sample size = 623; 564 missing; 72% filtered out 

North America 



Which of the following packaged business applications will you 

implement or upgrade in 2015? 

Which of the following packaged business applications will you implement or upgrade in 2015?  Check all that apply SUMMARY 

Filter: Europe (including the UK); sample size = 65; total sample size = 572; 507 missing; 74% filtered out 

Europe 



Which of the following packaged business applications will you 

implement or upgrade in 2015? 

Which of the following packaged business applications will you implement or upgrade in 2015?  Check all that apply SUMMARY 

Filter: Asia-Pacific; sample size = 37; total sample size = 480; 443 missing; 78% filtered out 

Asia Pacific 



Which of the following packaged business applications will you 

implement or upgrade in 2015? 

Which of the following packaged business applications will you implement or upgrade in 2015?  Check all that apply SUMMARY 

Filter: China; sample size = 19; total sample size = 329; 310 missing; 85% filtered out 

China 



Software 
development 



Which of the following software-development related initiatives will 

your company deploy in 2015?  

Which of the following software-development related initiatives will your company deploy in 2015? Check all that apply SUMMARY 

Weight: Geo balance; sample size = 1247; total sample size = 2212; 965 missing; effective sample size = 990 (79%) 

Global 



Which of the following software-development related initiatives will 

your company deploy in 2015?  

Which of the following software-development related initiatives will your company deploy in 2015? Check all that apply SUMMARY 

Filter: North America; sample size = 363; total sample size = 623; 260 missing; 72% filtered out 

North America 



Which of the following software-development related initiatives will 

your company deploy in 2015?  

Which of the following software-development related initiatives will your company deploy in 2015? Check all that apply SUMMARY 

Filter: Europe (including the UK); sample size = 325; total sample size = 572; 247 missing; 74% filtered out 

Europe 



Which of the following software-development related initiatives will 

your company deploy in 2015?  

Which of the following software-development related initiatives will your company deploy in 2015? Check all that apply SUMMARY 

Filter: Asia-Pacific; sample size = 274; total sample size = 480; 206 missing; 78% filtered out 

Asia Pacific 



Which of the following deployment models will your company use 

in 2015? 

Which of the following deployment models will your company use in 2015? Check all that apply SUMMARY 

Weight: Geo balance; sample size = 750; total sample size = 2212; 1462 missing; effective sample size = 601 (80%) 

Global 



Which of the following deployment models will your company use 

in 2015? 

Which of the following deployment models will your company use in 2015? Check all that apply SUMMARY 

Filter: North America; sample size = 216; total sample size = 623; 407 missing; 72% filtered out 

North America 



Which of the following deployment models will your company use 

in 2015? 

Which of the following deployment models will your company use in 2015? Check all that apply SUMMARY 

Filter: Europe (including the UK); sample size = 183; total sample size = 572; 389 missing; 74% filtered out 

Europe 



Which of the following deployment models will your company use 

in 2015? 

Which of the following deployment models will your company use in 2015? Check all that apply SUMMARY 

Filter: Asia-Pacific; sample size = 162; total sample size = 480; 318 missing; 78% filtered out 

Asia Pacific 



Networking 



Which of these networking initiatives will your company implement 

in 2015? 

Which of these networking initiatives will your company implement in 2015? SUMMARY 

Weight: Geo balance; sample size = 934; total sample size = 2212; 1278 missing; effective sample size = 737 (79%) 

Global 



Which of these networking initiatives will your company implement 

in 2015? 

Which of these networking initiatives will your company implement in 2015? SUMMARY 

Filter: North America; sample size = 269; total sample size = 623; 354 missing; 72% filtered out 

North America 



Which of these networking initiatives will your company implement 

in 2015? 

Which of these networking initiatives will your company implement in 2015? SUMMARY 

Filter: Europe (including the UK); sample size = 240; total sample size = 572; 332 missing; 74% filtered out 

Europe 



Which of these networking initiatives will your company implement 

in 2015? 

Which of these networking initiatives will your company implement in 2015? SUMMARY 

Filter: Asia-Pacific; sample size = 214; total sample size = 480; 266 missing; 78% filtered out 

Asia Pacific 



Which of these networking initiatives will your company implement 

in 2015? 

Which of these networking initiatives will your company implement in 2015? SUMMARY 

Filter: China; sample size = 162; total sample size = 329; 167 missing; 85% filtered out 

China 



Which of these wireless LAN initiatives will your company 

implement in 2015? Check all that apply 

Which of these wireless LAN initiatives will your company implement in 2015? Check all that apply SUMMARY 

Weight: Geo balance; sample size = 934; total sample size = 2212; 1278 missing; effective sample size = 758 (81%) 



Which of these wireless LAN initiatives will your company 

implement in 2015? Check all that apply 

Which of these wireless LAN initiatives will your company implement in 2015? Check all that apply SUMMARY 

Filter: North America; sample size = 269; total sample size = 623; 354 missing; 72% filtered out 

North America 



Which of these wireless LAN initiatives will your company 

implement in 2015? Check all that apply 

Which of these wireless LAN initiatives will your company implement in 2015? Check all that apply SUMMARY 

Filter: Europe (including the UK); sample size = 240; total sample size = 572; 332 missing; 74% filtered out 

Europe 



Which of these wireless LAN initiatives will your company 

implement in 2015? Check all that apply 

Which of these wireless LAN initiatives will your company implement in 2015? Check all that apply SUMMARY 

sample size = 934; total sample size = 2212; 1278 missing 

Asia Pacific 



What Ethernet speeds are you currently using in your data center? 

What Ethernet speeds are you currently using in your data center? Check all that apply SUMMARY 

Weight: Geo balance; sample size = 934; total sample size = 2212; 1278 missing; effective sample size = 762 (82%) 

Global 



What Ethernet speeds are you currently using in your data center? 

What Ethernet speeds are you currently using in your data center? Check all that apply SUMMARY 

Filter: North America; sample size = 269; total sample size = 623; 354 missing; 72% filtered out 

North America 



What Ethernet speeds are you currently using in your data center? 

What Ethernet speeds are you currently using in your data center? Check all that apply SUMMARY 

Filter: Europe (including the UK); sample size = 240; total sample size = 572; 332 missing; 74% filtered out 

Europe 



What Ethernet speeds are you currently using in your data center? 

What Ethernet speeds are you currently using in your data center? Check all that apply SUMMARY 

Filter: Asia-Pacific; sample size = 214; total sample size = 480; 266 missing; 78% filtered out 

Asia Pacific 



What Ethernet speeds will you deploy in your data center in 2015? 

Check all that apply 

What Ethernet speeds will you deploy in your data center in 2015? Check all that apply SUMMARY 

Weight: Geo balance; sample size = 934; total sample size = 2212; 1278 missing; effective sample size = 763 (82%) 



What Ethernet speeds will you deploy in your data center in 2015? 

Check all that apply 

  % 

10 gigabit 68% 

40 gigabit 21% 

100 gigabit 17% 

25/50 gigabit, if available 6% 

NET 99% 

What Ethernet speeds will you deploy in your data 

center in 2015? Check all that apply SUMMARY 

sample size = 934; total sample size = 2212; 1278 

missing 



What Ethernet speeds will you deploy in your data center in 2015? 

Check all that apply 

What Ethernet speeds will you deploy in your data center in 2015? Check all that apply SUMMARY 

Filter: North America; sample size = 269; total sample size = 623; 354 missing; 72% filtered out 

North America 



What Ethernet speeds will you deploy in your data center in 2015? 

Check all that apply 

What Ethernet speeds will you deploy in your data center in 2015? Check all that apply SUMMARY 

Filter: Europe (including the UK); sample size = 240; total sample size = 572; 332 missing; 74% filtered out 

Europe 



What Ethernet speeds will you deploy in your data center in 2015? 

Check all that apply 

What Ethernet speeds will you deploy in your data center in 2015? Check all that apply SUMMARY 

Filter: Asia-Pacific; sample size = 214; total sample size = 480; 266 missing; 78% filtered out 

Asia Pacific 



1 gigabit users actively upgrading to 10 gigabit 

What Ethernet speeds are you currently using in your data center? Check all that apply by What Ethernet speeds will you deploy in your data center in 2015? Check all that apply 

Weight: Geo balance; sample size = 934; total sample size = 2212; 1278 missing; effective sample size = 769 (82%) 



1 gigabit users actively upgrading to 10 gigabit 

What Ethernet speeds are you currently using in your data center? Check all that apply by What Ethernet speeds will you deploy in your data center in 2015? Check all that apply 

Filter: North America; sample size = 269; total sample size = 623; 354 missing; 72% filtered out 

North America 



1 gigabit users actively upgrading to 10 gigabit 
Europe 

What Ethernet speeds are you currently using in your data center? Check all that apply by What Ethernet speeds will you deploy in your data center in 2015? Check all that apply 

Filter: Europe (including the UK); sample size = 240; total sample size = 572; 332 missing; 74% filtered out 



1 gigabit users actively upgrading to 10 gigabit 

What Ethernet speeds are you currently using in your data center? Check all that apply by What Ethernet speeds will you deploy in your data center in 2015? Check all that apply 

sample size = 934; total sample size = 2212; 1278 missing 

Asia Pacific 



About the survey 



In which region do you work? 

Total sample size 

was 2,212 people 



How many employees does your company have? 

Average number 

of employees = 

16,870 
Average 

company size is 

16,870 

employees 



Which of the following best reflects your organization's industry? 



Which best describes your relationship to IT? 

Which best describes your relationship to IT? SUMMARY 

sample size = 2182; total sample size = 2212; 30 missing 



Which category best describes your title or role? 

Global 



Which category best describes your title or role? 

North America 



Which category best describes your title or role? 

Europe 



Which category best describes your title or role? 

Asia Pacific 



Which category best describes your title or role? 

China 



Which best describes the areas to which you devote most of your 

time? 

Global 



North America 

Which best describes the areas to which you devote most of your 

time? 



Which best describes the areas to which you devote most of your 

time? 

Europe 



Which best describes the areas to which you devote most of your 

time? 

Asia Pacific 



Which best describes the areas to which you devote most of your 

time? 

China 


